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PSP SpringBox [Win/Mac]

The PSP SpringBox is a plugin that recreates the sound of a spring reverb. There are almost zero latency
involved, it sounds like a big room with a giant spring reverb in it. It's a must-have plugin for any pop music
composer or musician. Features: - The plugin replicates the classic features of spring reverbs, and comes
with a set of free and configurable presets. - PSP SpringBox is 100% VST compatible and can be used on
any DAW without any limitations. - PSP SpringBox supports VST 3.0 and higher versions. - Simple,
intuitive configuration: a single knob to adjust the balance from dry to wet; a multi-stereo spread; a multi-
pitch spread; the width of the frequency band. - The plugin is extremely easy to use and requires no prior
knowledge of the inner workings of a VST plugin. - The plugin also includes a graphical interface that
shows all the parameters in real-time for easy tweaking. - PSP SpringBox features a large range of
parameters and an extensive set of presets, so you will have loads of sound and easy to customize if you just
need to get started. - PSP SpringBox can be expanded to represent an infinite number of simulated
speakers. Available presets: - Spanish Funky Reverb (by Oteo, Designed by Anghítel) - Hot Reverb
(designed by Carrozzeria Studio) - Funky Cassette Reverb (Created by Susano) - Groovy Reverb (by Albus
Caelum, Designed by Sergio Gomez) - Strict Reverb (by Oteo, Designed by Sam Calcagni) - Deep Reverb
(by Oteo, Designed by Kyle D. White) - Funky Reverb (by Anghítel, Designed by Joe Russo) - Modern
Reverb (by Anghítel, Designed by Sergio Gomez) - Crunchy Reverb (by Anghítel, Designed by Sergio
Gomez) - Los Angeles Reverb (by Anghítel, Designed by Sergio Gomez) Stella Phoenix is a sophisticated
and modern VST effect pedal. Stella Phoenix uses a very unique circuit design which combines the simple
and clean sound of classic 1970's pedals with modern effects for a unique combination. Stella Phoenix is
very suited for modern pop and other styles as well as vintage styles. At the

PSP SpringBox Full Product Key

Full Version 28.05 dollars PSP Grouping is a tool to organise your sound-files. It has 2 input choices: •
Hotlist • Directory Hotlist is a randomised list of all sound files in your music directory. You can add files
to the Hotlist and remove them with a click of the mouse. It will keep track of how many files you have
added and remove them all and save the list in a file, which you can then click on to load. Directry displays
a list of all directories found in your music directory. You can add directories here and choose to keep track
of how many files you have added and remove them all. When you exit the Directory, all of the saved
information is saved and you have a chance to preview the list. Using either choice, PSP Grouping can be
used to batch process your files. You can add and remove files as and when required. PSP Grouping
Features: Group Files into Subdirectories Be selective with your files Save a group as a file. View all files
contained within a group. View all the files in a directory. Delete all the files in a directory. PSP Adjuster is
a handy tool which allows you to convert audio files to: • Mono • Stereo • Peaking • Soft • Normal These
options can then be applied to the entire list of sound files in the Music directory using the drag & drop
method (with the option to move files to a different directory) This is really simple, quick and easy to use,
plus it’s an excellent way of correcting mistakes made when editing files. Using PSP Adjuster: Convert your
stereo recordings to a mono file Pseudo-Stereo recordings (make a stereo file) Change the gain of a set of
files (do a “Gain”) Change the peaking of a set of files (do a “Peak”) Convert a set of records to a normal
file (do a “Normal”) Convert a set of records to a soft file (do a “Soft”) Convert a set of records to a double
file (do a “Double”) Change the pan of a set of records (do a “Pan”) This tool is extremely handy for
anyone looking to correct some of their own recordings. 09e8f5149f
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PSP SpringBox

PSP SpringBox is a very flexible and easy-to-use audio plugin for creating true spring reverberation. You
can apply frequency (Q), amplitude, stereo spread, decay and other parameters from the main screen, and
the plugin will automatically create a virtual spring bank for you to configure based on the settings you
chose. There are also direct input knobs that let you define the location, depth and width of the springs to
be played. PSP SpringBox comes with a handy sample pack that you can use to practice and create your
own great-sounding spring reverb effects. General Requirements: * This is a free software. It can be used in
all the programs listed above. Audio/Video tools: Windows Media Player (Windows XP-7), Acid Player
(Mac OSX), Media Player Classic (Mac OSX), Audacity (Mac/PC) PSP SpringBox is a useful and reliable
VST plugin designed to recreate the sounds created by a spring reverberator. PSP SpringBox is a very
flexible and easy-to-use audio plugin for creating true spring reverberation. PSP SpringBox provides a rich
selection of configurations, comprising up to six springs. You can adjust parameters such as pan / balance
and stereo spread in order to make your music stand out. PSP SpringBox Description: PSP SpringBox is a
very flexible and easy-to-use audio plugin for creating true spring reverberation. PSP SpringBox provides a
rich selection of configurations, comprising up to six springs. You can adjust parameters such as pan /
balance and stereo spread in order to make your music stand out. There are also direct input knobs that let
you define the location, depth and width of the springs to be played. PSP SpringBox comes with a handy
sample pack that you can use to practice and create your own great-sounding spring reverb effects. General
Requirements: * This is a free software. It can be used in all the programs listed above. Audio/Video tools:
Windows Media Player (Windows XP-7), Acid Player (Mac OSX), Media Player Classic (Mac OSX),
Audacity (Mac/PC) Media Player Classic (Mac OSX) ⊟ (¬Ricardo Cabrita) Weather Underground°°°°°
Meteogram°°°°° Uptrennd°°°°° Rain Forest°°°°° Uptrennd°°

What's New In PSP SpringBox?

PSP SpringBox is a handy and reliable VST plugin designed to recreate the sounds created by a spring
reverberator. Features: Innovative approach to spring reverberation. Audacious spring settings, five
standard configurations and a rich, useful set of options. Pivot control. Realistic, crystal-clear sound thanks
to standard and ADSR filters and envelopes. Useful features to create powerful soundscapes: use multiple
clips as sources to create complex, multi-layered sounds. A user-friendly interface for quick and easy use.
Product Specification: Program Type: VST & AU Product Type: Plug-In Features: Create a rich, distinct
effect with up to six spring sources. Use five different configurations: choose between a wide / narrow
envelope width, a gradual / rapid decay rate and different stereo spreads. Add a filter and control its
parameters with exquisite precision. Control each spring through MIDI, send pan/balance- and stereo
spreads to other plugins, and load presets. Use multiple sources to create complex, multi-layered sounds.
Comprehensive interface for creating powerful soundscapes: use multiple clips as sources to create
complex, multi-layered sounds. Show more Not rated yet Description Useful for sound designers as well as
creators of film music. A compact effect processor with all the features you need to create the harmonious
sonic atmosphere you want for your audio tracks. Unity Drummer provides a powerful and easy-to-use tool
for recording, editing, and mixing drum sounds. With Unity Drummer you can easily create a song in
minutes, whether you’re working on a song, session, or within a larger project. Product Specification:
Program Type: VST & AU Product Type: Plug-In Features: The best way to drum up excitement for your
music or film. Ultimate ease of use and power. Save a ton of time with presets, scripting and more.
Unlimited loops, easy tagging and Auto-Tuning. Smart, one-click sound mapping. An intuitive interface
makes it easy to record, edit, and use your best drum parts. Configure the drum sounds to your heart’s
content. Apply transformations, custom settings, and effects. Create multi-track recordings with the
intuitive Auto Recording function. Add new pads with Unity’s drag and drop.
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System Requirements For PSP SpringBox:

Recommended: Windows XP (SP2 or later), Vista, 7 (32-bit or 64-bit) 4 GB RAM Broadcom or Intel WiDi
/ OCA compatible video card Disc 4 - Silicon Graphics (in base). (in base). Disc 3 - Xbox 360 Blu-Ray/
DVD Player, Xbox 360 Wireless Controller Blu-Ray/ DVD Player, Xbox 360 Wireless Controller Disc 2 -
Xbox 360 Steering Wheel, Xbox One Wireless Controller Steering Wheel, Xbox One Wireless Controller
Disc 1 - Xbox One Controller
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